The Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of Reionization Signature (EDGES) collaboration has reported the detection of an absorption feature in the sky-averaged spectrum at ≈ 78 MHz. This signal has been interpreted as the absorption of cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons at redshifts 15 z 20 by the 21cm hyperfine transition of neutral hydrogen, whose temperature is expected to be coupled to the gas temperature by the Wouthuysen-Field effect during this epoch. Because the gas is colder than the CMB, the 21cm signal is seen in absorption. However, the absorption depth reported by EDGES is more than twice the maximal value expected in the standard cosmological model, at ≈ 3.8σ significance. Here, we propose an explanation for this depth based on "early dark energy" (EDE), a scenario in which an additional component with equation of state w = −1 contributes to the cosmological energy density at early times, before decaying rapidly at a critical redshift, zc. For 20 zc 1000, the accelerated expansion due to the EDE can produce an earlier decoupling of the gas temperature from the radiation temperature than that in the standard model, giving the gas additional time to cool adiabatically before the first luminous sources form. We show that the EDE scenario can successfully explain the large amplitude of the EDGES signal. However, such models are strongly ruled out by observations of the CMB temperature power spectrum. Moreover, the EDE models needed to explain the EDGES signal exacerbate the current tension in low-and high-redshift measurements of the Hubble constant. We conclude that non-finely-tuned modifications of the background cosmology are unlikely to explain the EDGES signal while remaining consistent with other cosmological observations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the Experiment to Detect the Global Epoch of Reionization Signature (EDGES) collaboration reported the detection of an absorption feature in the monopole sky spectrum centered at a frequency of ≈ 78 MHz [1] . The signal was attributed to absorption of cosmic microwave background (CMB) photons by the 21cm spin-flip transition of neutral hydrogen at redshifts z ≈ 15-20, during the epoch of the first star formation in the Universe. During this epoch, Lyα photons from the first luminous sources couple the 21cm spin temperature to the gas temperature via the WouthuysenField effect [2, 3] . The gas is colder than the CMB at these redshifts, as it thermally decouples from the photon temperature at z ≈ 150 and then cools adiabatically as ∝ (1 + z) 2 , whereas the CMB temperature cools as ∝ (1 + z). Consequently, the Wouthuysen-Field coupling causes the spin temperature to decrease, leading to a 21cm absorption feature during the era of the first star formation. Eventually, heating due to the luminous sources increases the spin temperature to the point that the absorption vanishes, and the 21cm signal is seen in emission against the CMB at lower redshifts during reionization (see e.g., [4, 5] and references therein for additional details).
While the EDGES absorption signal appears to originate at roughly the redshift range expected in many theoretical models (e.g., [6] ), its amplitude and shape are rather surprising. In particular, the absorption amplitude (≈ −500 mK) is significantly (3.8σ) deeper than even the maximum value possible in the thermal history of the standard ΛCDM cosmology (≈ 200 mK, if the spin temperature is fully coupled to the gas temperature). Taking the measurement at face value, two possible explanations for the observed amplitude of the absorption feature are: (i) the gas temperature, T gas , at z ≈ 20 was actually colder than in the standard scenario, or (ii) the photon background temperature, T γ , was brighter than in the standard model at z ≈ 20. In case (i), the observed signal implies T gas (z = 20) ≈ 3.7 K, roughly 2.5 times smaller than the minimum value possible in the standard model, T gas (z = 20) ≈ 9.3 K. In case (ii), the signal implies T γ (z = 20) ≈ 143 K, roughly 2.5 times higher than in the standard scenario (T γ (z = 20) ≈ 57.2 K), in which the CMB is the only relevant background radiation during this epoch.
Both explanations have received attention in the literature. Models based on dark matter -baryon scattering have been proposed in order to cool the gas below the minimum possible ΛCDM temperature [7, 8] . The dark matter is much colder than the gas at these redshifts due to its much earlier decoupling time from the thermal bath, and thus the scattering can reduce T gas . However, the viable parameter space of these models is severely constrained by other observations [8] [9] [10] . Alternatively, models of excess photon production at high redshift have been suggested, ranging from purely phenomenological proposals [11] (see also Ref. [12] for a general treatment of the effects of photon injection at early times) to physical models based on populations of obscured black holes [13] , soft photon emission from light dark matter [14] , or resonant oscillation of dark photons into regular photons in the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the CMB [15] .
Here, we consider an interpretation of the EDGES signal in terms of an unexpectedly low gas temperature at the redshift corresponding to the onset of the observed absorption feature.
1 This effect can be achieved by pushing the time at which the gas and CMB temperatures decouple to earlier times than in the standard scenario (i.e., z 150). In this case, the gas has sufficient time to cool adiabatically by z ≈ 20 to explain the amplitude of the EDGES signal. In our model, the early decoupling occurs as a result of "early dark energy" (EDE). We model EDE as a contribution to the energy density that has equation of state parameter w = −1 at high redshift, but then decays into a component with w = 1 (i.e., the equation of state for a free scalar field) rapidly at some critical redshift, z c , in order to satisfy the range of existing cosmological constraints. The EDE leads to an increase in the Hubble parameter H(z) at early times compared to its evolution in ΛCDM, which leads to the Comptonheating process between gas and photons falling out of equilibrium at a higher redshift than it does in ΛCDM.
EDE scenarios have attracted interest over the past decade, from both phenomenological and fundamentalphysics perspectives (e.g., [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ). Phenomenological interest has arisen due to hints of excess relativistic energy density in the pre-recombination Universe (which have largely vanished in most recent CMB data analyses) [17] and the possibility of explaining the current tension in inferences of the Hubble constant from CMB data and low-redshift astronomical data [19] . From the fundamental physics standpoint, string axiverse models predict the existence of many light (pseudo)scalar fields [21] , some of which could give rise to periods of accelerated expansion in earlier epochs of the Universe [22, 23] . It is also possible that our vacuum decayed to its current (small) value from a higher-energy metastable state, e.g., in the context of the string landscape (e.g., [24] ). In this paper, we adopt a purely phenomenological approach, and assess whether an EDE scenario could potentially explain the EDGES signal, while remaining consistent with other cosmological constraints.
Unless stated otherwise, we assume cosmological parameter values from the Planck 2015 "TT+lowP+lensing" analysis, e.g., H 0 = 67.74 km/s/Mpc, Ω m = 0.3075, and Ω b = 0.0486 [25] .
II. THERMAL HISTORY IN EARLY DARK ENERGY MODELS
We adopt the phenomenological EDE model of Ref. [19] , which in turn was inspired by string axiverse scenarios [23] . Such scenarios rely on generic string theoretic predictions of the existence of O(100) axion-like fields, whose masses can span many orders of magnitude [21] . At various points in cosmic history, each axion field can become dynamical and thereby drive a period of accelerated expansion; this depends on the initial value of each axion misalignment angle. The picture is appealing in the sense that our current period of cosmic acceleration becomes only a one-in-100 chance occurrence, rather than a one-in-10 120 occurrence, as postulated in anthropic explanations involving the string landscape [23] . While constraints on the model have been derived (e.g., [26] ), here we take an agnostic view about the fundamental physics responsible for this phenomenology. For our purposes, we are interested only in the possibility of accelerated expansion in the epoch relevant to decoupling (20 z 1000). In this model, the EDE contribution to the cosmological energy density is given by:
where a is the scale factor of the Universe, ρ c is the critical density at z = 0, Ω ee ≡ ρ ee (a = 1)/ρ c , and a c ≡ 1/(1 + z c ) corresponds to the critical redshift at which the EDE transitions from w = −1 to w = 1 behavior. The pressure of the EDE is given by:
The EDE thus behaves as a cosmological constant (w = −1) at z z c and as a free scalar field (w = 1) at z z c . We treat z c and Ω ee as free parameters in the following. For simplicity, our calculations only include changes to the background cosmology due to EDE, leaving out a full treatment of cosmological perturbation theory in these models (e.g., [27] ). This approximation suffices for the observables considered below. 2 We compute the thermal history of the Universe using the most recent version of Recfast [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . We modify the code to implement the effects of EDE on the expansion history, which then alters the thermal history via the coupled differential equations describing the temperature and ionization evolution of the various components in the Universe. Concretely, the gas temperature evolution is given by (e.g., [30, 34] ): −5 and zc = 50; and the yellow solid/pink dashed curves show the rates for Ωee = 4 × 10 −5 and zc = 100. The decoupling of the gas temperature from the radiation temperature occurs when H(z) ≈ 1/tC (z), i.e., when Compton-heating falls out of equilibrium. In the EDE models, decoupling occurs earlier, and thus the gas temperature is lower at late times than it is in ΛCDM.
where we assume the photon temperature T γ (z) ≡ T CMB (z) = 2.726(1 + z) K and the Compton-heating timescale is
Here, m e is the electron mass, c is the speed of light, σ T is the Thomson scattering cross-section, a R is the radiation constant, f He (z) is the fractional abundance of helium by number, and x e (z) is the free electron fraction normalized to the hydrogen number density. The gas temperature decouples from the radiation temperature when H ≈ 1/t C , after which it cools adiabatically until the first luminous sources form. In order to explain the EDGES signal, the EDE must significantly impact H(z) in the redshift window relevant to decoupling, i.e., 20 z 1000. In Fig. 1 , we show H(z) and the Compton-heating rate 1/t C (z) in ΛCDM and in three EDE models with various Ω ee and z c values, which have been selected for their significant impact on the thermal evolution of the gas. The EDE leads to a period in which H(z) is approximately constant, thus FIG. 2. Gas temperature (dashed curves) and radiation temperature (solid blue curve) for standard ΛCDM and various EDE models. The radiation temperature evolution is identical in all models, and thus we show it only in ΛCDM for clarity. The dashed green curve shows the gas temperature evolution for ΛCDM; the dashed magenta curve shows the same quantity for an EDE model with Ωee = 2 × 10 −5 and zc = 100; the dashed cyan curve shows the same quantity for an EDE model with Ωee = 2 × 10 −5 and zc = 50; and the dashed pink curve shows the same quantity for an EDE model with Ωee = 4 × 10 −5 and zc = 100. The black point indicates the gas temperature at z ≈ 20 implied by the EDGES signal, assuming the standard CMB radiation background. In the EDE models shown here, the gas temperature is lower at this redshift than in ΛCDM, due to the earlier decoupling of the gas from the radiation. yielding an earlier epoch at which H(z) ≈ 1/t C (z) compared to that in ΛCDM. As a result, the gas thermally decouples from the radiation earlier than it would in the standard scenario. The gas then adiabatically cools, and is colder at z ≈ 20 than it would be in the standard model. It can also be seen in Fig. 1 that there is a small change to the evolution of 1/t C (z) itself, but the impact of this change on the decoupling time is subdominant to that of the change in H(z).
In Fig. 2 , we show the modified gas temperature evolution in the EDE models compared to that in ΛCDM. As expected, the earlier decoupling in these models leads to a lower gas temperature at z ≈ 20 than in ΛCDM. For the models shown in Fig. 2 , we find T gas (z = 20) = 6.9 K (Ω ee = 2 × 10 −5 and z c = 100); T gas (z = 20) = 8.3 K (Ω ee = 2 × 10 −5 and z c = 50); and T gas (z = 20) = 6.5 K (Ω ee = 4 × 10 −5 and z c = 100). These models thus lie within 2-3σ of the gas temperature at z ≈ 20 implied by the EDGES measurement. In general, for values of z c in the range 50 z c 400, increasing Ω ee decreases T gas (z = 20), bringing the predicted value into further closer agreement with EDGES. We conclude from these calculations that the EDE scenario is capable of explaining the amplitude of the EDGES absorption signal at z = 20.
III. CONSTRAINTS FROM OTHER COSMOLOGICAL OBSERVABLES
We now consider constraints on the EDE scenario from other observables, primarily those related to the CMB. The EDE modifies the expansion history of the universe. By construction, we avoid any violations of low-redshift (z 4) constraints on the distance-redshift relation (e.g., from supernovae or baryon acoustic oscillations) by restricting z c 10. The only constraint on the expansion history at higher redshifts is that due to the precise measurement of the acoustic scale by CMB experiments, which is directly related to the angular diameter distance to the surface of last scattering, D SLS . 3 The CMB thus provides an integral constraint on H −1 (z) to z ≈ 1100. For z c < 1100, the EDE model decreases D SLS , since H(z) is increased relative to its ΛCDM values in the regime where the EDE non-negligibly contributes to the cosmic energy density.
In order to satisfy the CMB constraint on D SLS in the EDE scenario, we must either decrease H 0 or "compensate" the increased H(z) in the EDE-dominated epoch with a decreased H(z) in some other era of cosmic history. In the context of flat ΛCDM + EDE models, the only way to make such a change to H(z) while preserving H 0 is to change Ω m . However, Ω m is effectively fixed by lowredshift measurements, such as the DES Collaboration et al. and z c = 100. Thus, H 0 must be decreased significantly from the best-fit value found in ΛCDM fits to the Planck data. In the absence of additional changes to the background cosmology (i.e., beyond flat ΛCDM + EDE) that could increase the inferred H 0 value from CMB data, the EDE models necessary to explain the EDGES signal therefore significantly exacer-3 Constraints on the expansion rate at much higher redshifts can also be obtained from Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN). For the EDE models considered here to explain the EDGES signal, the Universe is fully radiation-dominated during BBN, so no relevant EDE constraints are expected from this observable. FIG. 3. Constraints in the EDE (Ωee, zc) parameter space from cosmological observables compared to the region necessary to explain the EDGES signal. The region above the red curve is excluded by Planck measurements of the CMB TT power spectrum [19] (1σ exclusion), primarily because of the large ISW contribution associated with the EDE epoch. The region above the black curve is excluded by purely geometric constraints from the CMB (i.e., the angular size of the acoustic scale) when combined with local measurements of H0 and the DES Collaboration et al.
[35] constraint on Ωm. Given concerns about tension in measurements of H0, we adopt a conservative 4σ exclusion limit for the black curve. The region above the blue curve contains the models necessary to explain the EDGES signal at 2σ by lowering the gas temperature at z ≈ 20 compared to that in ΛCDM. The color bar indicates the gas temperature at z = 20 for each point in parameter space. The necessary models are strongly excluded (note the logarithmic scales on the axes).
bate the current tension between low-and high-redshift constraints on H 0 [25, 36] . Fig . 3 shows constraints on the EDE parameters derived from these arguments (the area above the black curve), as well as the region in EDE parameter space that would be necessary to satisfy the observed amplitude of the EDGES absorption feature within 2σ (the area above the blue curve). The region above the black curve is excluded by the requirement that H 0 > 66.84 km/s/Mpc, i.e., that it is consistent with the constraint from Ref. [36] within 4σ, and that D SLS is unchanged from its value in our fiducial cosmology. We adopt a conservative 4σ limit here in order to obviate any concerns due to the current tension in low-and high-redshift constraints on H 0 . We fix Ω m = 0.264 (i.e., the best-fit value from Ref.
[35]) since uncertainty on Ω m is subdominant to that on H 0 . Also, our approach ignores uncertainty in the current measurement of the acoustic scale, as the effect of this uncertainty is again subdominant compared to that of the uncertainty in H 0 . From Fig. 3 , it is clear that these geometric probes alone suffice to rule out the EDE parameter space required to explain the EDGES signal.
However, the CMB offers additional constraining power on the EDE scenario, beyond the D SLS constraint described above. In particular, the EDE contributes to the CMB temperature (TT) power spectrum via the integrated Sachs-Wolfe (ISW) effect and slightly modifies the recombination history as well. The small-scale TT power spectrum is also sensitive to H(z) around the epoch of recombination, which further constrains the EDE scenario. The quantitative details of these effects (and the change to D SLS ) depend on the EDE model considered, particularly the value of z c . This scenario was considered in Ref. [19] , who performed an approximate Fisher analysis of the Planck TT power spectrum to constrain the model. Their analysis was motivated by an attempt to resolve the tension between constraints on H 0 from direct astronomical measurements and those from other cosmological observables. Relaxing the H 0 tension generally requires z c > 1100 in the EDE model, in contrast to the post-recombination z c values needed to explain the EDGES signal.
We extract relevant constraints on Ω ee and z c from Fig. 13 of Ref. [19] , in which the authors give the 1σ upper limit on the fractional energy density contributed by the EDE component at its critical redshift z c . Although the optical depth τ is held fixed in their analysis, the other cosmological parameters are marginalized over (at the Fisher level), and the resulting constraints are so strong that marginalizing τ would not change our conclusions. Fig. 3 shows the region of the (Ω ee , z c ) parameter space that is excluded by the TT power spectrum (the entire area above the red curve). It is evident that the CMB constraints strongly rule out the EDE scenarios needed to cool the gas temperature sufficiently to explain the EDGES data. This constraint arises from the significant production of early ISW power during the EDE epoch and the change to the angular size of the CMB acoustic scale. Although the constraints from Ref. [19] are approximate in nature, they are consistent with those from more precise analyses of other EDE models [16] [17] [18] , and suffice to strongly rule out the EDE models needed to explain the EDGES signal. Finally, we note that the EDE scenarios considered 5 We note that the analysis in Ref. [19] neglects EDE perturbations, which is unphysical; inclusion of this effect substantially alters the predicted CMB TT power spectrum in the EDE here also suppress the growth of structure, since the Universe is no longer fully matter-dominated from the epoch of matter-radiation equality to that of matter-Λ equality. This effect could actually pose a problem for explaining the EDGES signal, since it is necessary for the first luminous sources to have formed by z ≈ 20 to obtain the measured 21cm absorption signal. Given the strong constraints already found above, we do not investigate this issue quantitatively here.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
It is highly unlikely that non-finely-tuned modifications of the background cosmology, such as the simple EDE models considered here, can explain the EDGES observation. Strong constraints arise from ISW contributions to the CMB TT power spectrum, changes to the angular size of the CMB acoustic scale, and effects on the Hubble rate around the time of recombination. Moreover, the necessity of decreasing H 0 to preserve D SLS in these models further exacerbates the tension in this parameter in current cosmological data analyses. Additional broadening of the cosmological model to include curvature, additional relativistic species, or other contributions could potentially alleviate some of these constraints (e.g., H 0 ), but such proposals are unlikely to succeed. For a concrete example, if we consider the EDE model with Ω ee = 4 × 10 −5 and z c = 100 (which yields H 0 = 57.25 km/s/Mpc as discussed in Sec. III), then we can introduce additional relativistic degrees of freedom in the early Universe (∆N eff ) to bring H 0 back to a value that is realistically plausible in light of direct measurements (i.e., H 0 ≈ 70 km/s/Mpc). An approximate estimate (e.g., following the reasoning in Ref. [37] ) indicates that we would require ∆N eff ≈ 2, which is in strong disagreement with constraints from the damping tail of the CMB power spectrum (albeit derived in the context of the minimal ΛCDM + N eff model) [25] . Thus, it is highly unlikely that EDE, even in combination with further broadening of the cosmological model, can satisfy all relevant observational constraints while also explaining the EDGES signal. As seen in Fig. 3 , such propos-als are extremely difficult to reconcile with the precisely measured CMB TT power spectrum.
